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NIS America is a subsidiary of 

Nippon Ichi Software, Inc., a 

Japanese company famous for 

its unique line of strategy RPGs 

including titles such as Disgaea, 

Phantom Brave, and Makai 

Kingdom.  

In 2003, NIS America was 

established in Southern 

California to publish exciting and 

innovative Japanese culture for 

North America.        

NIS America’s team members 

devote themselves to the fans. 

Our respect for our fans is at the 

heart of everything we do.  As a 

growing entertainment publisher 

in the U.S., we are committed to 

continuous improvement and 

dedication.

About NIS America

Santa Ana, CA (Mar 19, 2010) – NIS America announced today that “Toradora! 

Volume 1 Premium Edition” and “PERSONA -trinity soul- Volume 1 Premium 

Edition,” all-new anime series from Japan will be available for pre-order at Right 

Stuf, Anime Castle, The Anime Corner Store, AnimeNation, and NIS America’s 

online store, RosenQueen. For our enthusiastic fans, each title comes in a premium 

edition package, including 13 episodes on 2 DVDs and a hardcover art book. 

Toradora!

©YUYUKO TAKEMIYA / ASCII MEDIA WORKS / TORADORA PRODUCT COMMITTEE

PERSONA -trinity soul-

© ATLUS/PERSONA -trinity soul- Committee

Because of his scary looking appearance, Ryuji lives an 

unfortunate life. On the first day of his junior year of high 

school, he meets a strange girl. The girl he meets, Taiga, 

is known as the Palmtop Tiger. Despite being a pretty 

little girl, she is extremely short tempered and nobody can 

stop her when she starts throwing fists. However, Ryuji 

learns something about Taiga that no one else 

knows...The dragon* and tiger join forces to bring you a 

mega love comedy!

* “Ryuji” literally means “Son of Dragon” in Japanese. 

About Toradora! 

About PERSONA -trinity soul-

The story is based in Ayanagi City, which faces the Sea 

of Japan. It's a futuristic city that survived the outbreak 

of "Mass Apathy Syndrome" ten years ago. Shin 

Kanzato and his younger brother Jun meet their eldest 

brother Ryo, who is a young Chief Officer at Ayanagi

City's police station, for the first time in ten years. 

Meanwhile, the city is facing a string of mysterious 

incidents. Ship crew members disappear from their 

underwater submarine. The Apathy Syndrome 

resurfaces, much like ten years ago. The Reverse case, 

a series of student murders, intensifies. Ryo investigates 

an organization involved in all of the above incidents. 

One of these incidents results in the awakening of Shin's 

Persona. The wheel of fate begins to turn for this family 

of brothers.
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UPC:                       813633010304 

AGE RATING:       RP
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